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Figure 1. River of Stars at Dawn



Auckland's popula�on is a rich mel�ng pot of 
cultures and ethnici�es due to its history of 
immigra�on and colonisa�on. A society that 
embraces diversity can reap benefits in 
commercial, academic, ar�s�c, and cultural 
developments and improve tolerance and 
wo r l d w i d e  o p e n - m i n d e d n e s s .  C re a� ve 
expression produced and created by different 
cultural approaches does exist. However, there 
has not been an architectural expression for it. 
Māori, Chinese and European culture are selected 
to promote and highlight their cultural diversity. 
The architectural design principles from these 
chosen cultures are u�lised to work on the project 
itself. Feng Shui and Te Aranga design principles 
influence many aspects of the project. 

The research project covers three different layers: 
the past reflec�ng Auckland's history (site); the 
present reflec�ng the Māori fes�val Matariki 
(func�on); and the future, reflec�ng the design 
collabora�on between Feng Shui and Te Aranga 
design principles (design). The project also 
cr i�cal ly  reviews different architectural 
precedents, analysing their design process to form 
a design criteria that the project requires. 
Substan�al literature review and context review 

Abstract

explore each of the three project layers, providing a 
deep understanding and design decisions and 
influence for the design outcome.

The result is a total of nine pavilion and architectural 
sculptures which reflected the past (Auckland's 
history), present (Matariki fes�val), and future (Feng 
Shui and Te Aranga collabora�on). This design 
outcome is to explore their important history and 
heritage while embracing a future that is rich with 
cultural diversity and   promotes social exchange.
Different opinions and cri�cism regarding the project 
are expected since collabora�on between Feng Shui 
and Te Aranga design principles have not been 
previous ly  explored through architectura l 
interven�on. Therefore, cultural, symbolic and 
func�onal characteris�cs need to be compared and 
contrasted while developing the design. 
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Background
research project. Matariki is known as the �me for Māori 
to celebrate and gather with friends and family. However, 
the debate about having the Matariki fes�val marked as a 
na�onal holiday has been ongoing for a while⁵. Ini�ally, 
the research project also offers an architectural example 
to promote the Matariki fes�val.  But, as this research 
project has progressed, Matariki was approved as New 
Zealand na�onal holiday star�ng 2022⁶. As such, the 
project will provide a place where the Matariki fes�val 
can be held; and the story of the fes�val has played a part 
in influencing the design decisions and the outcome of 
the project. 

The project aims to showcase the poten�al of using 
different architectural principles, and provide an 
example of a design that combines both principles. This 
research also intends to show the connec�on and 
similarity between cultures and how their differences 
and uniqueness can contribute to design decisions. 
Despite their differing root cultures, these two ar�s�c 
design perspec�ves have many similari�es. Feng Shui is 
primarily known in Asia, but its appeal in the Western 
world has risen within the last few decades. Based on 
research, both Feng Shui and Te Aranga principles have 
been used to address the design's cultural complexity, 
which is hugely relevant in Auckland.

 ¹Michael Paton, Five Classics of Feng Shui: Chinese Spiritual Geography in Historical and Environmental Perspec�ve (Leiden: BRILL,2013),20
 ²Daryanto Daryanto, “Pendekatan Feng Shui and Ilmu Jawa Kuno dalam Arsitektur”, ComTech Vol. 4, no.2 (December 2013):875.

 ³Mark Sheppard, Essen�als of Urban Design, ix
 ⁴“About Te Aranga Design Principles,” Auckland Design Manual, accessed 10 June 2020, h�p://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/maori-design/te_aranga_principles/case-studies/toiotamaki#/design-subjects/maori-

design/te_aranga_principles/guidance/about
⁵ “Matariki should only become a public holiday if we axe an exis�ng one,” Stuff, accessed 11 August 2020, h�ps://www.stuff.co.nz/na�onal/poli�cs/opinion/300065744/matariki-should-only-become-a-new-public-holiday-if-we-axe-an-exis�ng-one

⁶ “2022 Matariki holiday date announced,”Beehive.govt.nz, accessed 11 February 2021, h�ps://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/2022-matariki-holiday-date-announced

Kuno dalam Arsitektur", further elaborates on it as the 
science of art and placement that harmonises 
individuals with the surrounding environment². While 
rigorous scien�fic research on the effects of Feng Shui is 
limited, the belief in its benefits is widely held, 
par�cularly in East Asia, where it has been used for 
centuries and con�nues to be used today. Feng Shui is 
seen primarily in the placement of furniture and 
orienta�on of houses and offices, but can apply to 
larger scales such as urban planning of parks, 
neighbourhoods and ci�es.

Europeans use a different approach in designing the 
urban environment. Mark Sheppard has described one 
of the approaches as Placemaking, which is about 
crea�ng beau�ful buildings, streets and spaces. He 
includes the dimensional arrangement of the city or 
town components that are unique, appealing and 
memorable³. In contrast, Māori belief and values are 
upheld in the form of Te Aranga principles. Auckland 
Design Manual briefly men�ons that the Te Aranga 
design principles are based on intrinsic Māori cultural 
values to provide prac�cal design guidance that will 
benefit and enhance the design environment itself⁴.
The Fes�val of Matariki serves as the perfect 
opportunity to showcase this architectural expression 
between the cultures, which fits perfectly with this 

Auckland popula�on is mul�plying and 
represents a mel�ng pot of cultures, showcasing 
one of the most diverse ci�es in the Oceania 
region. This mel�ng pot between east, west and 
Pasifika allows a unique blend of ar�s�c 
expression. However, there has not yet been 
one architectural expression of it. The writer and 
designer's background of Indonesian-Chinese 
heritage and the experience of how different 
cultures befriend one another and share their 
stories and ancestral knowledge have been the 
main drivers behind proposing this research 
project. With so many cultures to pick from, the 
writer has selected three dominant cultures in 
Auckland: Māori, Chinese, and European. Each 
of these culture has a vast history behind it, and 
thus the project started, researching and 
tapping into their architectural knowledge.

The Chinese use Feng Shui, which comprises 
various concepts, such as Yin Yang, The 
Compass, The Life Force, Eight Trigram and The 
Five Elements¹. Feng Shui is the art of placement 
that focuses on the circula�on of chi (mana or 
life force) to maximise the beneficial effects of 
good flow to the occupants. Daryanto, in his 
book, "Pendekatan Feng Shui dan Ilmu Jawa 

9
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Figure 2. Whare Mātoro Performers



Project Outline Aims & Objec�ves of the Project 

A series of nine pavilion and architectural sculptures at specific 
stopping points along the exis�ng Auckland Shoreline Heritage Walk 
have been designed to provide visitors with a narra�ve about 
Auckland's history and cultural culmina�on in the past, present and 
future. The site's history represents the past. The Matariki fes�val 
represents the present, and the future is defined by how the design is 
influenced by different design principles working together.

The project aims to design an architectural expression in the form of 
pavilion design example that uses different architectural design 
principles (Feng Shui and Te Aranga design principles) to:

- Represent the cultural diversity of Auckland
- Enhance society and encourage cultural diversity 
- Show the connec�on between one representa�ve culture and 

another
- Learn the history and background of each representa�ve 

culture
- Enrich the sites as they contain significant historical value
- Ensure na�ve culture is not displaced

The architectural form of a pavilion represents the reflec�on of cultural 
influence in the design. It provides a proper architectural interven�on 
that some of the sites currently do not have, even though they contain a 
significant historical value. A pavilion can be interpreted as "a usually 
open some�mes ornamental structure in a garden, park, or place of 
recrea�on that is used for entertainment or shelter"⁷. Therefore, 
pavilion is the preffered choice as the architectural expression of this 
project.
In order to reach these aims, the project will:

- Understand the depth of both Feng Shui and Te Aranga design 
principles, as they are the significant influence on this project

- Research Auckland's history, culture, and geography
- Research each of the representa�ve culture's histories and 

their significant contribu�ons to Auckland
- Study ways to design and u�lise the design principles
- Propose an architectural response that embraces both design 

features without overlapping each other

11

⁷“Pavilion,” Merriam-Webster, accessed 10 June 2020, h�ps://www.merriam-webster.com/dic�onary/pavilion
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How can Feng Shui and Te Aranga design 
principles be applied through ephemeral 
architecture in Auckland to bring together 
Asian, Māori and European cultures?

Research Ques�on

12 Figure 3. Balance and Zen



Scope and Limita�ons

The project's scope will be in the form of nine pavilion and architectural 
sculptures at stopping points along the Auckland Heritage Walk stops. Exis�ng 
eleva�on, landscape and built environmental components will also be 
considered in the project. The project will be located in Auckland city, as it is 
already the most culturally diverse centre in New Zealand. It is also essen�al for 
the site to be connected to water due to its importance in Feng Shui and Te 
Aranga. Water is essen�al in Feng Shui as it symbolises abundance and prosperity, 
par�cularly concerning income⁸. In Māori culture, water is the source of all life, 
also known as the blood of Papatuanuuku, the Earth Mother⁹. In their stories, 
Māori asserts their iden�ty with rivers and waterways, as a means of travel, 
central to mahinga kai (gardening or food cul�va�on), and as access to their 
cultural sites and se�lements.

The project is not about applying Feng Shui principles and Te Aranga principles as 
separate en��es and fulfilling each of their criteria and standards. The general 
percep�on of Feng Shui usually only considers the placement of furniture within 
a building and, less commonly, the placement of buildings and their elements 
with each other. However, this project aims to u�lise both Feng Shui and Te 
Aranga principles to design the pavilions and architectural sculptures. 
Some sites along the Auckland Heritage Walk may not be suitable due to 
restric�ons and constraints such as exis�ng buildings and ownership by the local 
iwi. Cultural sensi�vity is also recognised as one of the limita�ons of this project. 
Some cultural values may not align with each other or translate well into the 
design.

13

 ⁸“Māori Values: Protec�ng New Zealand's Rivers”, Departement of Conserva�on, accessed 22 January, 2020, 
h�ps://www.doc.govt.nz/about-us/statutory-and-advisory-bodies/nz-conserva�on-

authority/publica�ons/protec�ng-new-zealands-rivers/02-state-of-our-rivers/maori-values/
 ⁹“Feng Shui and Water”, TotalPond, accessed 22 January, 2020, h�ps://www.totalpond.com/blog/feng-shui-

and-water

Figure 4. An Example of Feng Shui Garden
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Methods

The overall method used for the research is composed of five stages. The first 
stage is iden�fying the problem of the study. Mul�ple analysis has been carried 
out in literature research, precedent study, and conversa�on between the 
culture representa�ve in this stage. Different literature covers the landscape, 
history, and stories for both Māori and Chinese culture directly connected to Te 
Aranga and Feng Shui design principles

Secondly, the research stage contains mul�ple precedent reviews essen�al to 
set the design criteria suitable for the project.  Conversa�ons between Unitec 
colleagues and Māori representa�ves (School of Architecture Kaiautū – Kimoro 
Taiepa and Rau Hoskins) have held to provide feedback about the design 
inten�on and to follow the guidelines of the cultural values to prevent any 
cultural insensi�vity. The purpose has been to collaborate with knowledgeable 
professionals, seek to build long term rela�onships with Mana Whenua, and 
deepen cultural and historical knowledge of the project site. It has also 
provided a pla�orm for working rela�onships where Mana Whenua values, 
world views, cultural narra�ves and visual iden�ty can be appropriately 
expressed in the design environment as men�oned in the Auckland Design 
Manual regarding the Te Aranga Design Principles¹⁰.

The next step at the early design stage is to find a suitable site for the project. 
As briefly outlined in the scope, water proximity is cri�cal to the site, so the 
sites have been chosen near the Auckland harbour. To provide more narra�ve 
and enrich it with history, Auckland Heritage Shoreline Historical Walk stops 
have been selected due to rich informa�on, history, descrip�ons and context. 
Overlapping the stopping places on the Auckland Heritage Shoreline Historical 
Walk is necessary to reiterate the idea of connec�ng the past, present and 

future, therefore providing a narra�ve for the project to tell the story. 
Significant historical evidence of the stops has been correctly researched, and 
it is vital to acknowledge they have been u�lised. 

The advanced design phase follows up the feedback from the previous stage 
but now is more focused on deciding the hierarchy between the sites along the 
exis�ng heritage shoreline. The narra�ve retells how the three different 
cultures arrived on New Zealand's shore, crea�ng the final des�na�on for the 
project. From the 24 historical places on the Shoreline Historical Walk, nine 
loca�ons have been cri�cally selected to be contextual nodes, which have 
been numbered as the sites for the project's architectural interven�on. These 
nine loca�ons also have cultural significance for the Matariki fes�val. 
Literature and context review and the informa�on provided from the above 
contribute to how the project design has beeen influenced. The principles and 
cultural values have all been u�lised in the plan to showcase the result of the 
research project itself. The design process has used hand sketches, computer-
aided design, and digital modelling to help design solu�ons at all stages of the 
research. Finally, the final design stage outcome is based on construc�ve 
reflec�on and evalua�on from previous steps to strengthen the design 
solu�on. 

¹⁰“Te Aranga Principles.”
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State of Knowledge

The response to the research ques�on ini�ally started from inves�ga�ng each characteris�c of Feng Shui and Te Aranga design principles separately before comparing 

them to each other. However, literature review from Ole Brunn, Cate Bramble and Bill McKay and wri�ngs have pointed out that it is important not to overlap either Feng 

Shui or Te Aranga design principles against one another, but innstead, to work with both together to showcase a new form of architectural design.  This new design form 

is in line with what this project is trying to achieve: combining the east and west approaches in architecture while respec�ng the Māori culture as the catalyst that binds 

them together. Thus, this project provides the opportunity to advance the understanding of this new form of design using both Feng Shui and Te Aranga design 

principles. By keeping this goal in mind, the obvious next step is to research the Māori aspect further. The other literature review covers the importance of wayfinding in 

architecture and deepening the significance of Matariki to the Māori. 

The selected precedents are essen�al to set the design criteria for this research project. The compiled precedents have been separated into two: exis�ng artefacts as 

interven�ons and the abstrac�ons of symbols.  At this point, thoughts regarding the form of the pavilions have started to come to the surface. The texts from Amanda 

Yates in Oceanic Flow of Spaces suggest the importance of flow in Oceanic design and have been supported by Jacqueline Armada's thesis regarding ephemeral form. 

Both pieces of literature have helped pave the way to using ephemeral architecture design for the project. 

The project needed another layer of depth, so in-depth contextual research has been done to provide a narra�ve and compile all of the research together. By referring 

back to history, Auckland Shoreline Historical Walk has been the final key to unite them all together. The study was then packed into three different layers: the past, 

reflec�ng Auckland's history (site); the present, reflec�ng the Māori fes�val Matariki (func�on); and the future, reflec�ng the design collabora�on between Feng Shui 

and Te Aranga design principles (design). Therefore, these three layers combined reflect New Zealand's current state of working to embrace mul�culturalism without 

overlooking the roots and history. 
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Context Research
Part One
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In research, it is vital the context is researched thoroughly for the design 
process to be done successfully. This sec�on of the study summarises the 
historical and cultural aspects of the Māori, Chinese and European 
popula�on in Auckland. Following that is the research into geographic and 
cultural analysis of Auckland city, since the project itself is located in 
Auckland city. A detailed explana�on regarding Auckland Shoreline 
Heritage Walk has been included since the site loca�on is based on the 
stop points of the heritage walk. Finally, a descrip�on regarding Matariki 
has also been included as part of the influence of architectural 
interven�on to connect the sites and reiterate the idea of combining the 
past, present and future.

Figure 6. Queen Street in Auckland City
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The Māori people are descendants of Polynesian navigators or other illustrious 
ancestors. These tribes, or iwi, have adapted over the centuries to many different 
circumstances. The current Māori popula�on in New Zealand is spread in urban 
centres and rural regions across the country.

The arrival of these navigators began around 1000 CE, and they skilfully used 
their double-hulled canoes to discover remote islands one by one from Western 
Polynesia to the east¹². They used their knowledge of ancient wayfinding, using 
the stars, wind, and sea current to return home. New groups of these navigators 
then started to develop a new se�lements. Eventually, these navigators reached 
New Zealand. Expert archaeologists believe that the first Polynesian se�lers 
arrived no later than 1300 AD¹³. 

The Polynesian culture was developed and came from the region around East 
Polynesia, which the Māori o�en refer to as Hawaiki. They brought dogs, rats, 
taro and kumara to New Zealand, where they found other flora and fauna to hunt 
and gather¹⁴. 

The Arrival of Māori
New Zealand was foreign to Europeans un�l the year 1642, roughly around 400 
years a�er Polynesian navigators first landed in New Zealand¹¹. Most European 
se�lers came from England, Scotland and Ireland from the later 18th century. 
Most immigrants arrived seeking a be�er way of life. The troubles of war, 
persecu�on and many other hardships were why these groups and individuals 
were willing to make the long journey to New Zealand. Some came by choice, 
while others enjoyed a change in their lifestyle and a be�er quality of life.

New Zealand today has a broad heritage from Pacific, Europe, Asia, Africa and 
America, with many people from an immigrant background.

Early Aotearoa

1.1. Historical and Cultural Aspect of Māori, Chinese and European

Figure 7. A Māori man and a naval officer trading  Figure 8. Māori Haka dance

 ¹¹“A Brief History,” New Zealand NOW, accessed 19 April 2021, h�ps://www.newzealandnow.govt.nz/live-in-new-zealand/history-government/a-brief-history
¹²Geoff Irwin, “Pacific migra�ons,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed 9 October 2020, h�p://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/pacific-migra�ons

 ¹³Irwin, “Pacific Migra�ons”
 ¹⁴Irwin, “Pacific Migra�ons”
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The Arrival of Europeans The Arrival of Chinese
Chinese le� China due to overpopula�on, shortage of land, famine, drought, 
revolts and bandits. Young men looked to make their fortune overseas, arriving in 
South East Asia and travelling on to Pacific countries. With gold discovered in 
California, Canada and Australasia, the departure of Chinese to other places 
increased. These men at first preferred to make their fortune abroad and return 
to China.

New Zealand's Otago goldfields a�racted Chinese migrant workers to work as 
gold miners, and Chinese migrants started to increase in numbers. Chinese 
people were hardworking and willing to rework abandoned claims, and 
eventually they returned to their homeland. Early Chinese immigrants came from 
the Guangdong province, the coun�es located around Canton (Guangzhou). Even 
though most Chinese men were married, their wives remained in China to take 
care of the family. Chinese women rarely followed their husbands to New Zealand 
to migrate, and the sex ra�o between Chinese male and female was 
unbalanced¹⁹. The numbers of Chinese migrants saw a steady increase before 
World War II.

When the Europeans first saw the Pacific, New Zealand had already been 
discovered by Polynesian navigators in the 13th century. The Portuguese and 
Spanish navigators sailed the Pacific Ocean in the 1500s, but not un�l 1642 did a 
European sight New Zealand¹⁵. In the same year, Abel Tasman, a Dutch explorer, 
sailed in search of a vast southern con�nent, believed to be in the South Pacific 
corner of the globe. Dutch merchants saw the opportunity for new trade routes. 
On December 13, 1642, Tasman saw New Zealand, but he le� without landing due 
to a conflict with Māori in Golden Bay that ended in bloodshed. Not long 
a�erwards, a Dutch mapmaker gave the name Nieuw Zeeland to the land that 
Tasman had discovered. 

The first �me James Cook sighted New Zealand was on October 6 1767, and he 
landed two days later at Poverty Bay. He wrote about the Māori people and drew 
maps of the country. His encounter with the Māori was not successful ini�ally, but 
he later had friendly encounters with the Māori¹⁶.

Two of the naturalist on board with Cook, Daniel Solander and Joseph Banks, 
gathered much informa�on regarding flora and fauna. Their record now serves as 
the base founda�on for modern New Zealand botany¹⁷. 

Figure 9. HMS Endeavour, James Cook’s research vessel Figure 10. Early Chinese gold miners

 ¹⁵Jock Phillips, “European explora�on - Discovery and explora�on,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed 22 October 2020 
h�p://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/european-explora�on/page-1

 ¹⁶Phillips, “European explora�on – Discovery and explora�on,”
¹⁷Manying Ip, “Chinese,” Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed 22 October 2020, h�p://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/chinese

 ¹⁸Ip, “Chinese”
¹⁹Ip, “Chinese”
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1.2. Auckland City

Auckland has been the biggest and the most populated city in New Zealand since the 20th century. The city is also the most ethnically diverse, so Auckland is the most 
suitable loca�on for the project. The Māori name for Auckland is Tamaki Makaurau, meaning "the maiden of hundred lovers". The name was acquired because Auckland 
has forested hills, nutrient-rich volcanic soil, beau�ful coastal area and beaches, and abundant seafood to harvest²⁰.

²⁰“Auckland, New Zealand,” New World Encyclopedia, accessed 1 October 2020, h�ps://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Auckland,_New_Zealand

Figure 11. View of Auckland City
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Auckland Geographic Se�ng

The Greater Auckland Area lies between Mangere Inlet and Tamaki River, 
located at 36' 51" South and 174' 47" East geographically²¹. Auckland itself 
lies in the lowest earthquake ac�vity region in New Zealand. Auckland has 
two harbours in the urban area, Waitemata Harbour to the north and 
Manukau Harbour to the south. Two bridges span on both of these 
harbours, Auckland Harbour Bridge crossing the Waitemata Harbour 
connec�ng to the North Shore area of Auckland, and  Mangere Bridge 
spanning the Manukau Harbour. 

Auckland has a volcanic field of roughly around 360 km² in the city's centre, 
completely dormant, with over 50 volcanic centres. These volcanoes – 
small cones less than 150m in height and explosion craters - have en�rely 
changed the Auckland²². It is unlikely, however, that Auckland's exis�ng 
volcanoes will become ac�ve. The most recent and the largest volcano, 
Rangitoto Island, erupted within the last thousand years. It destroyed the 
Māori se�lements on the island neighbouring it, Motutapu Island, 700 
years ago²³. Many of these volcanoes today have been quarried, and have 
become public parks²⁴. 

Auckland region receives around 2000 hours of sunshine yearly, with dry 
spells during the summer months. Rainfall also typically is quite plen�ful all 
year, with occasional heavy falls. The summer in Auckland is warm and 
humid, while winter is rela�vely mild compared to the South Island. It is 
rare, however, for Auckland to experience severe weather such as flood 
and dangerous windy weather. 

These geographic se�ngs provide the necessary environment for Feng 
Shui principles, such as the volcanic se�ng, reflec�ng the fire element. For 
this research, the Auckland geography provides unique landmark 
a�ributes that directly relate to Feng Shui elements. 

²²“Volcano: Auckland Volcanic Field,” GeoNet, accessed 1 October 2020, 

h�ps://www.geonet.org.nz/about/volcano/aucklandvolcanicfield

²³“Auckland, New Zealand”
²⁴“Volcano: Auckland Volcanic Field”
²⁵ “Auckland,” NIWA, accessed 29 September 2020, h�ps://niwa.co.nz/node/110330

Figure 12. Brown Island serves as an example of Auckland’s volcanic se�ng
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Auckland Cultural Se�ng

Auckland has roughly 1.5 million popula�on, around a third of New Zealand's popula�on. The Auckland Council has reported expected popula�on growth reaching two 
million inhabitants by the year 2033²⁶, with an average rate of a slight pace of 1.9% per annum for the popula�on. 

Home to many cultures, Auckland has the largest Polynesian popula�on of any city globally and a higher propor�on of people of Asian origin than the rest of New 
Zealand²⁷. In the published World Migra�on Report 2015, Auckland city is in the 4th place for the most diverse city in the world²⁸. This rich cultural presence makes 
Auckland the most fi�ng project loca�on.

Figure 13. Auckland is ge�ng more diverse every year

²⁶“Auckland showing strong popula�on growth,” Our Auckland, accessed 2 October 2020, h�ps://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/ar�cles/news/2019/09/auckland-showing-strong-popula�on-growth/
²⁷“Auckland Growth Monitor,” Auckland Tourism, Events and Economic Development, accessed 2 October 2020, h�ps://www.aucklandnz.com/sites/build_auckland/files/media-library/documents/AucklandGrowthMonitor.pdf
²⁸“World Migra�on Report 2015,” Interna�onal Organisa�on for Migra�on, accessed 2 October 2020, h�p://128.199.179.223/iom/sites/default/files/2018-07/IOM-World-Migra�on-Report-2015-Overview_1.pdf
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Site Considera�on

Both Feng Shui and Māori design principles acknowledge the importance of 
water; the historical evidence above shows that sea or open water is the origin 
and star�ng point of the arrival of the three cultures in New Zealand. Aotearoa, 
Māori culture, and even New Zealand would not have existed without explora�on 
from the Pacific people and the age of ques�oning by Europeans. 
In Māori, water is the essence of all life and a way to assert tribal iden�ty.  Māori 
use the river to transport goods and access routes as well as a means of travel. This 
tribal way of life is protected under the Treaty of Waitangi principles, a 
requirement of the Conserva�on Act 1987²⁹. In Chinese culture, water is believed 
to be a mirrored flow of chi that circulates the Earth, determining whether it will 
bring wealth and prosperity.

Due to their proximity to where voyagers first entered Auckland, three poten�al 
sites have been chosen from the Waitemata Harbour for this project.

²⁹“Māori Values: Protec�ng New Zealand's Rivers”

Figure 15. Proposed Site of the Project in HowickFigure 14. Selected Main Site of the Project Figure 16. Proposed Site of the Project in North Shore

These sites have been chosen because of their historical importance.

Site A: Waitematā
The site reclaimed as the base for the Auckland Harbour bridge to connect to the 
North Shore. In the past, this area was known as a shark-fishing ground by local 
iwi.

Site B: Howick
Currently func�ons as a golf club and the Musick Memorial Radio Sta�on. In the 
past, this site was used by Ngai Tai iwi, who dug a ditch across the peninsula as 
part of Te Waiarohia Pā (some�mes recorded as Te Naupata Pa), un�l the 
neighbouring Ngapuhi iwi overran it in 1821

Site C: Devonport-Takapuna
Func�ons as the Fort Takapuna Historic Reserve. The historical name of this site 
was O Peretu.

With the first three sites already chosen, understanding more profoundly each 
site's historical significance becomes more cri�cal. A necessary research tool is 
required for the next step, and thus Cultural Mapping is the logical op�on.
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Cultural Mapping

Cultural Mapping is essen�al to understand the origins of the land. It also enables 
us to understand and share culture, re-thinking the history behind it, promo�ng 
the crea�vity and development produced by allowing it in the design process. 
Nancy Duxbury, in her publica�on, describes the process as a tool to involve the 
community to iden�fy and record cultural assets, inform collec�ve strategies, 
plan design process and many other ini�a�ves³⁰. Later, these assets can help the 
community define itself in terms of cultural iden�ty, vitality, sense of place and 
quality of life³¹. Although community engagement is not included in this project, it 
serves as a pathway for a poten�al new project if it goes beyond the scope.

Following Duxbury's method, the project links the importance of significant 
cultural sites, including design considera�ons in the design phase. These tools or 
guidelines in looking up the cultural mapping for this project are³²:
1. Haropaki ako
The natural environment of the local climate (bush, rivers, mountains)
2. Local story
The story of local Māori iwi who shaped the area
3. Landmarks
Significant geographical features that are important for the iwi, as well as sites 
of significance
4. Marae or hapū or local iwi
The local Māori community
5. Ngā Tapuwae a ngā tūpuna or Ancestral footprints
Sacred ancestral footprints from Māori ancestral land

Māori have a concept regarding "a place to stand" or Tūrangawaewae, a 
compelling vision that describes their founda�on or home. Waterways, 
mountains and marae are some of the places where Māori iwi can iden�fy 
themselves³³. The project is close to an inlet with two peaks, Mt Eden and Mt 
Hobson, located directly southeast of the project, crea�ng two concepts of 
Tūrangawaewae. The proximity to the heart of the community or downtown 
Auckland CBD is also essen�al. These two factors have provided the cri�cal 
cultural mapping that contributes directly to the elements of the project. In 
conclusion, cultural mapping directly contributes to the design criteria that the 
site needs.

³⁰“Cultural Mapping : An Emerging Discipline Field Between Research and Prac�ce,” ASEF Culture 360, accessed 
29 September 2020, h�ps://culture360.asef.org/magazine/cultural-mapping-emerging-interdisciplinary-field-

between-research-and-prac�ce/ 
 ³¹“Call for Submissions: Cultural Mapping as Cultural Inquiry,” Senses of Place, accessed 29 September 2020, 

h�p://sustainableprac�ce.org/tag/senses-of-place/
 ³²"Cultural Mapping,” LEARNZ, accessed 25 October 2020, h�p://www.learnz.org.nz/mapping183/bg-

standard-f/cultural-mapping
³³“Māori Sense of Place,” LEARNZ, accessed 25 October 2020, h�p://www.learnz.org.nz/mapping183/bg-

standard-f/m%C4%81ori-sense-of-place

Figure 17. Example of cultural mapping in Devonport, Auckland
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The Auckland Shoreline Historical Walk serves as the main driver for reflec�ng the "Past" aspect of this research project. This heritage walk covers the roughly five-
kilometre route between Point Erin and Parnell Baths in the Greater Auckland Area. There are approximately 24 sites that contain the history of how Auckland shoreline 
has changed from the foreshore first sighted by se�lers to Auckland³⁴. The Waitematā Local Board ini�ated this walk, which goes through parks, reserves, past homes, 
and wharves at the port. 

Auckland Shoreline Historical Walk

Figure 19. Auckland Shoreline Historical Walk

³⁴“Auckland's Original Shoreline Walk,” Auckland City Concil, accessed 1 November 2020, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/arts-culture-heritage/heritage-walks-places/Pages/default.aspx
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The points or stops in the Auckland Shoreline Heritage walk are described in the table above. Each contains a powerful historical narra�ve that is o�en 
overlooked. 

These 24 points serve as essen�al points in this research project. U�lising their historical narra�ve has allowed these points to be used as the sites for the 
research project a�er considering each of the site advantages and limita�ons (Māori owned land or buildable area). 

Table 1. Auckland Shoreline Historical Walk stops
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The Pleiades is a part of the constella�on Taurus, about 440 light-years from the solar system³⁵. The Māori call it Matariki, and it is one of the most crucial star clusters in 
many cultures. The star cluster rises in midwinter, and for much Māori community, it signifies the coming of a new year. In New Zealand, the star comes into view low on 
the north-eastern horizon, appearing right at the tail of the Milky Way in the midwinter just before dawn.
Matariki translates literally to 'eyes of god' (mata ariki) or 'li�le eyes' (mata riki) in Te Reo Māori. In the myth of crea�on, Ranginui, the sky father, and Papatūānuku, the 
earth mother, were separated by their children. Knowing about the separa�on, the god of the winds, Tāwhirimātea, became so furious that he took out his eyes and 
threw them to the skies, thus crea�ng the gli�ering stars known as Matariki³⁶. According to Greek Mythology, the stars represent the daughters of the Titan Atlas and 
Plione that are changed to stars³⁷. The Māori version is quite similar and many stories have been passed down the genera�ons regarding the Seven Sisters of Matariki. 
In Māori tradi�on, Matariki was celebrated as a �me to remember those who had passed on. It was also honoured as a joyful occasion to commemorate the harvest of 
crops, seafood and birds. With food aplenty, the Māori celebrated Matariki as the �me to sing, dance, and feast. 

1.3. The Nine Stars of Matariki

Figure 20. The nine stars of Matariki and their names

 ³⁵“Pleiades,” Britannica, accessed 24 September 2020, h�ps://www.britannica.com/place/Pleiades-astronomy
 ³⁶Paul Meredith, “Matariki – Māori New Year”, Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed 22 September 2020, h�p://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/matariki-maori-new-year
 ³⁷“Pleiades,”
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The figure above shows how each of the stars corresponds to its representa�on in nature. These descrip�ons provide a guideline for the architectural experience and 
principle required to represent each star. The nine stars of Matariki is one of the three vital clusters in this research project, serving as the "Present" aspect. 

Table 2. Nine stars of Matariki

Finding the Matariki star cluster is not complicated; the best �me is between 5.30 am to 6.30 am. It is located low on the horizon in the northeast of the sky. The 
easiest way to find the cluster is finding The Pot (Orion's Belt). From there, work from the right side to the le� side to find a triangular-shaped star cluster known as 
Te Kotoka (Hyades), and the next star cluster is Matariki³⁸. 

A common misconcep�on regarding Matariki is the number of stars in the cluster, which is argued to have either seven or nine stars.  It is well-known that the star 
cluster of Matariki has long been associated with the Greek tale of seven daughters of the Titan Atlas as men�oned above, leaving the two other stars not included 
in many stories and tradi�ons³⁹. However, a research study, Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga, by Dr Rangi Matamua has reconfirmed that there are nine stars in the 
cluster of Matariki⁴⁰. 

³⁸“The Night Sky,” In Mo�on, accessed 19 April 2021, h�ps://www.inmo�on.org.nz/the-night-sky
³⁹“Te Iwa o Matariki – The Nine Stars of Matariki,” Christchurch City Council Libraries, accessed 1 May 2021, 

h�ps://my.christchurchcitylibraries.com/blogs/post/te-iwa-o-matariki-the-nine-stars-of-matariki/
 ⁴⁰“Te Iwa o Matariki – The Nine Stars of Matariki”
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1.4. Five Elements of Feng Shui

 ⁴¹Damien Sharp, Simple Feng Shui (Berkeley:Conari Press Books, 1999), 31, ProQuest Ebook Central

 ⁴²“China Five Elements Philosophy,” China Highlights, accessed 1 October 2020, h�ps://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/chinese-zodiac/china-five-elements-philosophy.htm

Five elements come into play in Feng Shui, which describe how things interact 
and func�on. These elements are Wood, Fire, Metal, Earth and Water. Each plays 
a part in everything in the universe where they coexist with one another and have 
different characters and associa�ons such as season, colour, shape, direc�on, 
and more. The Five Elements of Feng Shui complete the three vital layers of the 
project, serving as one of the "Future" aspect pieces by collabora�ng with the 
other design principle, Te Aranga. 

The Five Elements are an essen�al part of Feng Shui theory. According to ancient 
Chinese philosophy, good feng shui brings good luck. Since each element rules 
one direc�on, aligning a person/building with the flow of where the chi flows 
should bring fortune⁴¹.

The table on the right briefly describes the nature and order of the elements to 
each other. Crea�ve order is how one element acts to promote the other 
elements, while a destruc�ve order is how one element works to restrain 
another element. This order of genera�ng and overcoming one another is how 
balance is achieved in Feng Shui, as part of the Ying and Yang process⁴². 

Figure 21. The five elements of Feng Shui
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Table 3. Descrip�on of the five elements of Feng Shui
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Considered the strongest of all five 
elements, the fire element represents 

energy, passion, and 
transforma�on⁴³. The use of a candle 
or red coloured objects is regarded as 

the representa�on of the fire 
element. Summer is the season that 

represents fire element, and the 
direc�on the element rules is south. Wood represents inspira�on, 

crea�vity, and mo�va�on. It also 
represents growth, renewal and 
purifica�on. The lack of a wood 
element causes depression and 

stagnancy⁴⁴. Ver�cal objects such as 
ver�cal column represent the shape 

of tree trunks. The colours that 
represent wood are green and blue. 

Wood element rules the east and 
southeast direc�on and dominates 

the season of spring.

Water represents the flow of energy, 
emo�ons, and spirituality. Any 

objects with the water characteris�c 
can define the element, such as 

wavelike sculptures, pond, swimming 
pool, aquarium. Too much of the 

water element can create the illusion 
of drowning emo�onally and being 

overwhelmed⁴⁵. The colour black, and 
deep, dark tones represent the water 

element. The direc�on that the 
element rules is north, and the 

season of its dominance is winter.

 ⁴³“Feng Shui Elements,” Love to Know, accessed 1 October 2020, 
h�ps://feng-shui.lovetoknow.com/Feng_Shui_Elements
 ⁴⁴“Feng Shui Elements”
 ⁴⁵“Feng Shui Elements”
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 ⁴⁶“The Elements of Feng Shui,” HGTV, accessed 1 October 2020, 
h�ps://www.hgtv.com/design/decora�ng/design-101/the-elements-of-

feng-shui

 ⁴⁷“The Elements of Feng Shui” 

Metal element acts as the magnet 
that draws and unifies the feature 

together. It represents an 
organisa�on, focus, and mental 

strength. Any object made of metal 
and round or oval-shaped objects are 

the representa�on of the metal 
element⁴⁶. The metal element rules 

the west and northwest direc�on and 
is represented by Autumn.

The earth element is reliable, 
permanent and provides stability. 
Rocky features, thick carpe�ng, 

po�eries, and old vintage objects 
represent the earth element. The 

overabundance of the earth element 
in space will create a heavy sensa�on 
and sluggish feeling, while the lack of 
the earth element will create chaos 

and a clu�ered environment⁴⁷. 
Brown, beige and muted colours 

complement the aspect greatly. The 
direc�on of the earth element is 

centre, northeast and southwest. The 
season is the end of summer.

The project has linked the Five Elements of 
Feng Shui with Matariki, interweaving the 
narra�ve of the characteris�c of each star 
with the elements that closely associated 
with it. This has created another layer of 
design criteria for each pavilion to 
represent
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Wayfinding & Matariki

Astronomy has played a part in Māori culture because ancestors arrived in New 
Zealand using wayfinding to navigate. Reading the night sky is cri�cal and 
valuable for naviga�ng uncharted waters⁴⁸. From this evidence in history, 
wayfinding, described by the Oxford English Dic�onary as the act of finding 
one's place⁴⁹, plays an integral part in architecture. There is a large volume of 
published studies regarding the importance of wayfinding. One recent study by 
Farr et al. describes built elements: path, edges, districts, nodes and landmark 
play vital roles to help people iden�fy and thus navigate their way through 
places⁵⁰. This finding proves the importance of placing different features or 
elements to help people navigate. It is necessary for the project due to the 
mul�ple architectural interven�ons and mul�ple sites involved. 

The Māori used the Matariki star cluster to determine crop for the coming 
season. If the stars were bright and clear, it was a sign that produc�ve season 
lay ahead, and plan�ng would begin⁵¹. Matariki star cluster disappears in 
autumn, signalling the �me to gather and store the crops. Then Matariki 
reappears again in late May or early June, crea�ng an important marker in the 
harvest calendar. A�er harves�ng, the Māori would celebrate the harvest 
season, which coincided with the reappearance of Matariki⁵². Matariki provides 
an opportunity for people to celebrate and, at the same �me, pass their culture 
and heritage to one another through their stories and knowledge of the past; 
the inten�on of the project's architectural interven�on in the form of pavilions 
is to accommodate this. 

 ⁴⁸“Tradi�onal Naviga�on,” LEARNZ, accessed 30 April 2021, 
h�ps://www.learnz.org.nz/spiritofadventure181/bg-standard-f/tradi�onal-naviga�on

  ⁴⁹“Wayfinding,” Oxford English Dic�onary, accessed 8 May 2021, h�ps://public.oed.com/updates/new-
words-list-december-2015/

  ⁵⁰Anna Farr, Tristan Kleinschmidt, Prasad Yarlagadda & Kerie Mengersen, “Wayfinding: a simple concept, a 
complex process,”Transport Reviews 32 no.6 (December 2012):723, 

h�ps://doi.org/10.1080/01441647.2012.712555
 ⁵¹“Matariki the Māori New Year,” accessed 30 April 2021, h�ps://www.kiwifamilies.co.nz/ar�cles/matariki-

maori-new-year/
 ⁵²“Matariki the Māori New Year”

Figure 22. Hand measuring the sun is one of the ways of wayfinding methods
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Feng Shui

Brunn detailed in his book, An Introduc�on of Feng Shui, that Feng Shui has 
been known in the Western world for at least 150 years but was ini�ally 
considered a primi�ve supers��on⁵³. It took a few decades before it was 
acknowledged as a poten�al design principle. In other Asian countries such as 
Taiwan and Hong Kong, outside of China, its country of birth, Feng Shui is 
booming. Specific examples are the curved, non-pointed edges of buildings, 
and the "dragon highway" feature, a hole near the top of the building's highest 
point. The presence of Feng Shui in Taiwan and Hong Kong is compara�vely 
strong due to the unrestricted access to religious and spiritual representa�on, 
unlike in mainland China⁵⁴. 

In the Western world, Feng Shui is known and associated with the 
environmental movement⁵⁵. Today, with the concern for climate change, Feng 
Shui plays a part in addressing this global issue. However, it is not mainstream 
compared to other approaches such as sustainability and green buildings. Feng 
Shui, by its nature, already focuses on and priori�ses concepts of ecology, 
landscape, nature, and environment, which are also aspects that Western 
countries use to design the urban environment⁵⁶. The West's different design 
approaches include urban structure, urban accessibility, urban subdivision 
pa�ern, development poten�al, and built form pa�ern⁵⁷. In her book, Cate 
Bramble has suggested that humans need nature around them as a remedy 
and as crea�ve func�on s�muli⁵⁸. 

⁵³Ole Brunn, An Introduc�on to Feng Shui (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008): I
 ⁵⁴Douglas Parkes, “Why Feng Shui is a big business in Hong Kong,” accessed 23 January, 2020, 

h�ps://www.�meout.com/hong-kong/things-to-do/why-feng-shui-is-big-business-in-hong-kong 
 ⁵⁵Brunn, An Introduc�on to Feng Shui, 193
 ⁵⁶Brunn, An Introduc�on to Feng Shui, 194
 ⁵⁷Sheppard, Essen�als of Urban Design, 6

 ⁵⁸Cate Bramble, Architect's Guide to Feng Shui : Exploding the Myth (Oxford:Architectural Press, 2003), 115
 ⁵⁹Brunn, An Introduc�on to Feng Shui, 194

Brunn has also explained that the rising popularity of Feng Shui in the Western 
world is due to the fact it provides a spiritual sense of tranquillity as to what 
we are and what we need⁵⁹. All spiritual ma�er resides in chi, which is in the 
surrounding.  This is very important to consider in the placement since the 
slightest change in an object inside the room or area can affect the chi 
significantly, although not as much as the orienta�on and placing itself. Chi can 
affect an occupant's wellbeing and daily life, so poor posi�oning may disturb 
the balance and need to be remedied. Thus, the project has provided a holis�c 
experience by careful and appropriate use of Feng Shui. 
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Te Aranga Design Principles

Auckland Design Manual lists the basis of Te Aranga design principles found in 
core Māori values. These values are: 

- Ranga�ratanga (exercise authority and self-determina�on)
- Kai�atanga (manage and conserve nature), 
- Manaakitanga (ethical hospitality), 
- Wairutanga (the spiritual connec�on between people and the environment), 
- Kotahitanga (unity and collabora�on), 
- Whanaungatanga (family and rela�onship), and 
- Matautanga (Māori/Mana Whenua understanding)⁶⁰. 

These values, in turn, are turned into Te Aranga principles that consist of Mana 
(authority), Whakapapa (names and naming), Taiao (natural environment), 
Mauri Tu (environmental health), Mahi Tohi (crea�ve expression), Tohu 
(cultural landscape), and Ahi Ka (living presence)⁶¹. All of these principles come 
together to complement each other. This is similar to Feng Shui values and 
principles, where different strategies and applica�ons are combined to achieve 
harmony. In this project, the Te Aranga and Feng Shui design features have 
formed the core guiding design principles. 

Understanding and applying both Te Aranga and Feng Shui design principles 
culturally and architecturally require understanding each of the components 
separately. This understanding takes form in acknowledging the historical 
context of these elements, the cultures and socie�es that these principles 
developed from, and their purpose, func�onality and symbolism. These 
principles have then been compared and contrasted with developing several 
areas of common interest and representa�on, isolated and u�lised in the 

design project. Inves�ga�ng how different cultures can collaborate is part of 
the design intent, crucial in this era of globalisa�on. A society of diverse 
cultures is becoming more common and offers benefits in many aspects of life, 
such as financial, academic, cultural, ar�s�c, and tolerance. Sco� E. Page 
reinforced this idea by saying, "due to the fact we are facing no shortage of 
complex problems, there is li�le choice but to leverage the differences 
between cultures”⁶².

In Bill McKay's study, he indicated that Māori architectural values should not 
take and incorporate Western knowledge and architecture, and vice versa. 
Instead, using Māori architectural values shown by Te Aranga design principles 
opens up a different possibility of new architectural form and enriches the 
understanding of how Māori live their daily lives⁶³. The evidence presented by 
Bill McKay showed that even though Te Aranga and Feng Shui require a 
different account, it is vital to not underlie or overlie them on top of each 
other. 

 ⁶⁰“Te Aranga Principles.” 
 ⁶¹“Te Aranga Principles.”

  ⁶²Sco� E. Page, The Difference: How the Power of Diversity Creates Be�er Groups, Firms, Schools, and 
Socie�es (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2007), 287

 ⁶³Bill McKay, “Maori Architecture: Transforming Western No�ons of Architecture,” Fabrica�ons 14 no.1-2 

(2004):1, h�ps://doi.org/10.1080/10331867.2004.10525189
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Ephemeral Architecture

In her book, Sustainable Ephemeral : Temporary Spaces with Las�ng Impact, 
Jacqueline Armada concluded that ephemeral architecture is meant to exist for 
a short period and disappear, gran�ng a flee�ng experience and memory 
behind it⁶⁴. Ephemeral architecture comes to the surface as a reac�on from 
valid considera�on regarding the modern world, where fast-paced changes 
creates redundancy in keeping up to trends. One clear example is the Olympic 
facili�es sca�ered across the globe. Once their purpose is fulfilled, they are 
abandoned and forgo�en, becoming ruins. Armada herself wrote that current 
architecture prac�ce is in a constant conflict where technological advances are 
inevitable. In contrast, architecture tradi�onally tried to strives toward 
permanence and preserva�on of culture in built form⁶⁵. 

Armada's view is supported by Amanda Yates, shown in her ar�cle. She pointed 
out that in designing architectural interven�on in Oceanic areas, where this 
research project is relevant,  Oceanic architecture revolves around an 
ephemeral or indeterminate boundary that enables space to flow, crea�ng a 
problem with fixed spa�al iden��es, interior and exterior⁶⁶. Collec�vely both 
studies showed that ephemeral architecture might be the key to design an 
architectural interven�on in both modern and oceanic parts of the world. 

To design something that can capture the ephemeral, James Carpenter worked 
with light phenomena. Light can occur at every turn, but every day it is o�en 
suppressed by the urban environment⁶⁷. His study also covered elaborate 
architecture by using different material, as each material could provide a 
different sensory and spa�al experience to users. Materials are cri�cal to 
deepening our understanding of light, revealing its uniqueness, as light's 
interac�on with the material world defines the interpreta�on of space⁶⁸. It may 
be supposed that each material contributes significantly to ephemeral 
architectural design. 

 ⁶⁴Jacqueline Armada, “Sustainable Ephemeral: Temporary Spaces with Las�ng Impact” (Syracuse University, 
2012), 16
 ⁶⁵Armada, “Sustainable Ephemeral: Temporary Spaces with Las�ng Impact”, 17
 ⁶⁶Amanda Yates, “Oceanic Spaces of Flow,” in Architecture in the Space of Flow, ed. Andrew Ballantyne and 
Christopher Smith (New York: Routledge,2011), 65
 ⁶⁷James Carpenter, “Capturing the Ephemeral,” in Material Design: Informing Architecture by Materiality 
(Basel: Walter de Gruyter GmbH,2010), 106
 ⁶⁸Carpenter, “Capturing the Ephemeral”, 117

Figure 23. Ephemeral architecture provides s�muli to the user senses
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Summary

This literature review has discussed a series of exci�ng opinions and views reflec�ng each of the four highlighted topics in a new light. The following conclusion 
helps create a list of essen�al elements to consider when u�lising each of the highlighted topics.

a. Wayfinding and Matariki
Wayfinding in architecture is essen�al, especially when the sites or buildings are apart. Playing with path, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks play has  an 
important role in providing the user with a smooth way to traverse.
A stop where the user can relax and experience the architectural interven�on is needed from this traversing aspect, hence why Matariki provides the opportunity 
for this project.
Matariki is an important �me for the Māori to celebrate and share with family and friends. It also offers an opportunity to share stories and culture with the 
broader community, which is in line with the objec�ve of this research project.
 
b. Feng Shui
Feng Shui's significant contribu�on to the design has been to provide a holis�c experience for the user. It provides remedy and tranquillity s�muli for the user. 
Placement of each object in the project design has been considered since it directly affects the architectural interven�on experience.

c. Te Aranga
Te Aranga design principles should not try to incorporate western design principles, as well as Feng Shui. Instead, all three should create a new possibility of design 
in a new form of architectural design.

d. Ephemeral Architecture
Designing the architectural interven�on using an ephemeral architecture approach could be the best solu�on for this research project. The project has been 
located in the Oceania region and provides experience without leaving behind redundancy. Materiality is vital in designing ephemeral architecture. Different kinds 
of material create a different sensory and spa�al experiences that the user perceives. 
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Precedent Review
Part Three
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The discovery from the literature review has provided insight regarding design 
strategies that can be u�lised in the project design. It is essen�al to analyse 
further design precedents where installa�ons or pavilions are part of design 
strategies to supplement the Feng Shui and Te Aranga design principles to ensure 
that the social aspect of the interven�on is fulfilled. These precedents are actual 
examples to illustrate successful architectural design models, Te Aranga, and Feng 
Shui principles. This sec�on reflects on modern buildings and urban spaces in 
different countries. In each case, an analysis of their func�onal divisions, spa�al 
layouts, people flow organisa�on, and symbolic interpreta�on has been 
undertaken to understand the advantages and disadvantages of each project.
In this sec�on, a selec�on of different modern pavilions, urban landscape projects 
and artworks have been chosen as case studies. This review aims to understand 
these case studies by analysing the sizes, func�onal division, spa�al layouts, 
people flow, and symbolic representa�on of narra�ve through shape.

To provide a be�er focus regarding the scope of the precedents, they have been 
categorised into two: Abstrac�on of Symbols, and Exis�ng Artefacts as 
Interven�ons. 
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3.1. Exis�ng Artefacts as Interven�on
According to the Cambridge Dic�onary, an artefact is an object with historical value or interest, usually in the form of a tool or decora�on⁶⁹. Many artefacts are sca�ered 
around the city and any other areas, but most are forgo�en. As such, these architectural interven�ons func�on to transform those artefacts to be known by the public.  

The precedents listed below are examples of how u�lising exis�ng artefacts provides an architectural experience. However, it is essen�al to note that these architectural 
interven�ons have to respect the historical significance on either side of the area's history. It is crucial to acknowledge these artefacts since there is much historical 
narra�ve, symbolism and other significant cultural aspects to the project.

⁶⁹“Artefact,” Cambridge English Dic�onary, accessed 1 June 2020, h�ps://dic�onary.cambridge.org/dic�onary/english/artefact

1 2 3 4 5 6
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New Zealand’s Pavilion Biennale 2016 “Future Islands”

Type: Pavilion, Exhibi�on and Temporary Structures 
Year: 2016
Origin: Venice, Italy

Future Island exhibi�on wass set to inspire and engage the visitor with two 
different kinds of thinking regarding the floa�ng islands themselves. These 
islands represent a metaphor for the thinking process. At the same �me, the 
floa�ng island could be perceived as a blank canvas to create what does not exist 
yet⁷⁰.
The floa�ng islands were based on buildings around New Zealand and how the 
architect responded to the world.

The island and the project mirrored Italo Calvino's Invisible Ci�es book, consis�ng 
of nine chapters and 55 ci�es, which were transformed into nine islands and 55 
architectural projects in the exhibi�on⁷¹. The main goal of this exhibi�on was to 
connect the story of New Zealand but s�ll to have a connec�on to Venice at heart.

This precedent has provided a vital learning outcome to understand and use the 
narra�ve as the media for the design. How they have used the story and numbers 
and transformed different elements is cri�cal knowledge necessary to be 
implemented in the research project.

⁷⁰“Future Islands”, NZIA, accessed 25 May 2020, h�ps://www.nzia.co.nz/explore/venice-architecture-biennale/2016-venice-architecture-biennale/about-future-islands
⁷¹NZIA, “Future Islands”

by Collabora�on led by Dr Charles Walker

Figure 24. Installa�on view of “Future Islands” 
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Superkilen

Type: Urban Project, Landscape
Year: 2010
Origin: Copenhagen, Denmark

This project was an urban improvement plan coordinated by the city of 
Copenhagen to upgrade the neighbourhood of Nørrebro to a higher standard. It 
supported diversity since it contained objects and features from around the 
world, such as benches from Morocco, cherry blossom trees from Japan, and 
swings from Iraq⁷². It also rea�ributed the design mo�f from history, such as the 
wave pa�ern that mimics the zen sand gardens of Japan. The park has three 
zones.

All of the zones support the site-enriching a�ributes from Mark Child's theory: 
Conserving the historical buildings, reducing the carbon footprint, and providing 
a cultural narra�ve to the area⁷³. This precedent supported the proposal's design 
inten�on of embracing mul�culturalism and urban design enrichment that the 
design proposal to achieve. 

This precedent study has provided a greater understanding of using lines to 
connect one piece of a project with another, which is vital for the research project 
to embrace due to mul�ple characteris�cs and uniqueness that could seem 
disjointed. 

⁷²“Superkilen”, ArchDaily, accessed 22 January, 2020, h�ps://www.archdaily.com/286223/superkilen-topotek-1-big-architects-superflex
⁷³Mark Childs, Urban Composi�on: Designing Community through Urban Design (New York: Princeton Architectural Press:2012),19

by Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG) Architects + Topotek 1 + Superflex

Figure 25. View of Superkilen
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Parc de La Ville�e

Type: Urban Project, Landscape, Park
Year: 1987
Origin: Paris, France

Parc de La Villete was a part of an Interna�onal compe��on in 1982-1983 to 
rejuvenate abandoned and underdeveloped land in Paris that used to be meat 
markets and slaughterhouses. Bernard Tschumi's proposal was chosen to 
redesign the area⁷⁴.

During the 1980s, there was a shi� in urban development, making Paris a more 
tourist-influenced city⁷⁵. So it was important for the design to deal with 
contemporary as well as future issues. The new park proposal consisted of social 
and cultural ac�vi�es including workshops, gym, bathhouses, playground, 
concerts and theatre that connected with the Museum of Science and 
Technology⁷⁶. Different forms and shape transforma�on has been the learning 
outcomes from this precedent. It is important to design something that look 
towards the future and can adapt to changing �mes, which is part of the inten�on 
of the research project.

 ⁷⁴“Parc de La Villete,” ArchDaily, accessed 17 June 2020, h�ps://www.archdaily.com/92321/ad-classics-parc-de-la-ville�e-bernard-
tschumi

 ⁷⁵ArchDaily, “Parc de La Villete”
 ⁷⁶“Parc de La Villete,” Bernard Tschumi Architects, accessed 20 June 2020, h�p://www.tschumi.com/projects/3/#

by Bernard Tschumi

Figure 26. View of Parc de La Villete
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Zadar Sea Organs

Type: Urban Project, Landscape
Year: 2005
Origin: Zadar, Croa�a

One of the projects awarded the European Prize for Urban Space, also known as 
the largest aerophone globally, Zadar Sea Organs, was the project designed to 
revitalise the city's waterfront, damaged in World War II⁷⁷. The organs hidden 
under the marble blocks are an extensive network of tubes made of polyethene 
and resona�ng cavi�es, producing the sound from the wind and waves that lap 
the shore⁷⁸.

Each of the pipes has been tuned differently to create a different tune and make a 
loud sound⁷⁹. The staircase area has been designed to func�on as a pier to unload 
tourists from cruise ships. User experience from this precedent regarding the 
ephemeral surroundings that cover the environment was cri�cal for the research 
project. Users may perceive the design differently than intended, and it is crucial 
to understand the user's point of view.

⁷⁷“Hear This Croa�an Seawall Sing as the Wind and Waves Lap the Shore,” ArchDaily, accessed 19 June 2020, 
h�ps://www.archdaily.com/777512/hear-this-croa�an-seawall-sing-as-the-wind-and-waves-lap-the-shore
⁷⁸ArchDaily, “Hear This Croa�an Seawall Sing as the Wind and Waves Lap the Shore”
⁷⁹“Sea Organs,” Landezine, accessed 20 June 2020, h�p://landezine.com/index.php/2009/07/198/

by Nikola Bašić

Figure 27. View of the sea organs

Figure 28. Sec�on of the steps
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Tōia-Otahuhu

Type: Building
Year: 2018
Origin: Otahuhu, New Zealand

The Toia development contains much expressive artwork represen�ng the 
diversity of na�ve flora and fauna and the ancestral landscape of the kaupapa 
Māori. Mana Whenua is also associated with the development of the pain�ngs. 
These forms of figura�ve art are aligned with symbolic features standard in Feng 
Shui developments. From the figure above, wavy sawtooth pa�ern represents 
waves of the sea, which could mean flowing water, commonly employed in Feng 
Shui. The use of water element can easily be seen using reflec�ve surfaces, shown 
in the glass façade, which complements the waveform and gives a more robust 
iden�fica�on of the place in its a�ribu�on to water.

The project has been designed with community needs in mind. The design 
features men�oned above are essen�al since they encourage kotahitanga 
(togetherness), manaakitanga (hospitality), whanaugatanga (family and 
rela�onships), and oranga (wellness) – which are crucial aspects of Māori and 
Pasifika culture. All of these design concepts illustrate how Te Aranga principles 
are applied with symbolism in design. These aspects also align well with the 
principles embodied by Feng Shui, which the project has aimed to achieve.

by Isthmus, Bespoke Architects, Crea�ve Spaces

Figure 29. View of Toia playground
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Pavilion by the Sea

Type: Pavilion
Year: 2019
Origin: Bostanlı, Karşıyaka/İzmir, Turkey

Papilio is the pavilion located at the centre of the Bostanlı Sea Square. The pavilion 
and the whole area have been appropriately designed to create a visual and 
auditory barrier from the ramps and terraces and humanmade hills on the site⁸⁰. 
The delicate steel plate sec�ons on the pavilion itself have also made a path that 
invites one on an inner journey towards the horizon.

Papilio's name comes from the La�n word 'Papilio', which means 'bu�erfly', and 
was the source of the inspira�on of the swallowtail �ps of the structures⁸¹. The 
idea of bu�erfly trellis is quite simple, but it s�ll served as the actual purpose, not 
simply as decora�on, which is one of the cri�cal pointers in the design outcome of 
this project.

⁸⁰“Pavilion by the Sea,” ArchDaily, accessed 18 May 2020, h�ps://www.archdaily.com/936591/papilio-
pavilion-by-the-sea-studio-evren-basbug?ad_medium=gallery
 ⁸¹ArchDaily, “Pavilion by the Sea”

by Evren Başbuğ

Figure 30. View of Papilio pavilion

Figure 31. Sec�on of Papilio structure
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3.2. Abstrac�on of Symbols
Based on the Cambridge Dic�onary, a symbol is a sign, shape, or object used to represent something else. It also could mean something that is used to define quality or 
idea⁸². 
The architectural precedents below are based on abstrac�ng and deciphering the symbol itself, transforming into something completely different but s�ll with the 
quality and the meaning of the sign itself.
These precedents have acted as a guideline for the project to help understand how its transforma�on could happen based on the narra�ve and the known symbols.

⁸²“Symbol,” Cambridge English Dic�onary, accessed 20 May 2020, h�ps://dic�onary.cambridge.org/dic�onary/english/symbol

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Type: Pavilion, Exhibi�on and Temporary Structures
Year: 2014
Origin: Venice, Italy

Last, Loneliest, Loveliest exhibi�on showcased the evolu�on of lightweight Pacific 
tradi�on. There were three elements in the presenta�on:
A Globe Illustra�on (Pacific Migra�on Routes) showcased the focus point of the 
Pacific Region as the centre, a tent to showcase Pacific architecture tradi�on, 
made of lightweight material. The shape reminiscent of a Marae or Tent (Whare) 
and a Whatarangi (Māori storehouse), contained a miniature 3D War Memorial 
Museum⁸³. 

This project shows that even if the design is simple, it can be complex due to how 
the narra�ve affects the design. 

⁸³“Background to the 2014 Exhibi�on,” NZIA, accessed 25 May 2020, h�ps://www.nzia.co.nz/explore/venice-architecture-
biennale/2014-venice-architecture-biennale/background-to-the-2014-exhibi�on

New Zealand’s Pavilion Biennale 2014 “Last, Loneliest, Loveliest”
by David Mitchell

Figure 32. View of tent structure
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Type: Landscape, Memorial Center
Year: 2004
Origin: London, United Kingdom

This fountain was based on the personality of Diana, Princess of Wales, reaching 
out and le�ng in. The landscape needed to be the artwork itself to create 
something inclusive like Princess Diana's personality ⁸⁴. 

The fountain used various water manipula�on methods, such as textures, 
pa�ern, cascade, curl and tumble, to create a different experience of water 
flowing on a par�cular part of the fountain. Visitors can cross the fountain easily 
in and out to the landscape. The inten�on of the design was flexibility of user 
experience, allowing them to decide the kind of experience they wanted to feel.

Allowing freedom of interpreta�on for the user has been the learning outcome in 
this precedent. The user is not limited to one s�mula�on by crea�ng mul�ple 
design interven�ons and can have different experiences. 

⁸⁴“Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fountain,” ArchDaily, accessed 19 May 2020, 
h�ps://www.archdaily.com/803509/diana-princess-of-wales-memorial-fountain-gustafson-porter-plus-

bowman

Diana Memorial Fountain
by Gustafson Porter + Bowman

Figure 33. Bird-eye view of the memorial fountain

Figure 34. Site Plan of the memorial fountain
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Type: Installa�ons and Structures
Year: 2006
Origin: Lacoste, Léren, France

Windshape pavilion is composed of thread-like walls made from white plas�c 
pipers, aluminium braces, and threaded string⁸⁵. These woven net structures 
have been designed to morph and move according to the wind around the local 
area, crea�ng a different se�ng and atmosphere for locals and guests to enjoy. 
The structure transforma�on also changes depending on the speed of the wind 
that blew through it, crea�ng ripples, movement, and even a whistling noise⁸⁶. 
This project intended to create a building that was able to respond to natural 
s�muli rather than sheltering the user from the environment⁸⁷.

The pavilion loca�on is on top of a castle of the Marquis de Sade, and took five 
weeks to assemble. The ne�ed arcs were held in place by steel structural collars to 
strengthen the structure's sturdiness further. The ne�ed angles have also created 
different enclosed and open spaces for guests and locals to enjoy.

Design-wise, the pavilion reflects the hard and so� textures of the landscape 
around the site of Provence, taking inspira�on from a network of terraces, brick 
systems on buildings, and vineyards⁸⁸. The study outcome of this precedent has 
been that materials can play a part in different ephemeral experiences.

⁸⁵Lori Zimmer, “Luminous Windscape Pavilion Sways and Morphs With Each Passing Breeze in Lacoste, France,” 
Inhabitat, accessed 10 June 2020, h�ps://inhabitat.com/luminous-windscape-pavilion-sways-and-morphs-with-
each-passing-breeze-in-lacoste-france/
⁸⁶Zimmer, “Luminous Windscape Pavilion Sways and Morphs With Each Passing Breeze in Lacoste, France”
⁸⁷“Windshape,” ArchDaily, accessed 29 June 2020, h�ps://www.archdaily.com/4608/windshape-
narchitects?ad_medium=gallery
⁸⁸ArchDaily, “Windshape”

Windshape
by nArchitects

Figure 35. Threaded strings of the pavilion Figure 36. The experience inside Windshape pavilion

Figure 37. View of Windshape pavilion from the bo�om of the castle
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Type: Mural
Year: 2020
Origin: Teviot, New Zealand

This mural represents the community of Teviot, which consists of Chinese, 
European, Māori, and Pacific Island people. Each of the images refers to a specific 
organisa�on. Tradi�onal Māori water flasks directly refer to the role of water in 
the legend, and the hibiscus flower is the na�onal flower for the Solomon Islands, 
Vanuatu and Malaysia⁸⁹. The mural itself acts as the showcase monument that 
displays the beauty and the strong community of Teviot with its rich scenery and 
thriving fruit industry. 
This mural has provided a study outcome of symbolism in the form of ar�s�c 
artwork that can help tell the project's narra�ve. 
 

⁸⁹“The Arrival Mural,” FLOX, accessed 14 June 2020, h�ps://flox.co.nz/2020/02/21/the-arrival-mural/

The Arrival Mural
by FLOX

Figure 38. The mural represents the community of Teviot
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Type: Pavilion, Small Scale
Year: 2017
Origin: Nanjing, China

This pavilion's crea�on concept is based on the Roman Goddess of Flower- 
Flora⁹⁰. From the name, the design team has given meaning to the structure by 
using parametric tools to display and perform "flower" by digital means⁹¹. The 
result is a spectacular, temporary pavilion with visual tension and space interest⁹². 
Post crea�on, this expression of the graphic form from colours appeals to 
different ages. 

Two hundred and seventy-two hollow stainless steel balls support the array of 
colourful PVC film as structural nodes with a simple structure system consis�ng of 
welded 703 stainless steel tubes with different lengths⁹³. The computer 
applica�on itself op�mises the size of the structure. Translucent PVC films provide 
a unique sensa�on during the day and in all weathers. Playing with natural 
elements such as light could poten�ally benefit the research project due to the 
ephemeral experience it can provide, as explained in the literature review.

⁹⁰“Flora Pavilion,” ArchDaily, accessed 7 July 2020, h�ps://www.archdaily.com/880155/flora-pavilion-design-
school-of-nanjing-university-of-the-arts
 ⁹¹ArchDaily, “Flora Pavilion”
 ⁹²ArchDaily, “Flora Pavilion”

Flora Pavilion
by Design School of Nanjing University of Arts

Figure 39. Colorful PVC film creates fun atmosphere in the pavilion

Figure 40. Eleva�on of Flora Pavilion
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Type: Installa�on and Structures
Year: 2011
Origin: Sydney, Australia

This installa�on consists of mul�ple wind chimes made of wood on top of white 
rice ground. The name of the structure itself is a Buddhist proverb that the ar�st 
heard while travelling over the Himalayas on a pilgrimage to a Tibetan Buddhist 
monastery⁹⁴. The installa�on concept lets the audience "play" with the structure 
to begin their s�mula�on process from sound and sight, which creates an 
ephemeral experience. 
The study outcome of this precedent has been that sound also provides an 
ephemeral experience.

 

⁹⁴Vera Mey, “Knock on the Sky Listen to the Sound,” Enjoy, accessed 1 July 2020, h�p://enjoy.org.nz/knock-on-the-sky-listen-to-the-sound

Knock on the Sky Listen to the Sound
by Tiffany Singh

Figure 41. The wind chime creates an ephemeral experience
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Design Criteria

From design analysis of all of the precedents, several design criteria can be 
summarised:

- The use of a simple form could poten�ally be the best outcome for the design. 
User percep�on differs, and an intricate design might confuse the user.

- Use of different materials to provide different sensory experience, since material 
plays an important factor in giving ephemeral experience

- Allow freedom of user experience so allows the user can be crea�ve with how 
they experience the architectural interven�on

- Using different narra�ves and symbolism as part of the design is crucial since it 
will help design pathways and other transi�on

- Designing an interven�on that could adapt with �me and changes is essen�al, 
not just adap�ng to the environment and site

- Ephemeral experience links directly to human five senses; therefore, u�lising a 
design that provides s�mula�on to human senses

- Playing with natural elements such as light or wind can create a different 
ephemeral experience
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Auckland Unitary Plan covers much of Auckland's ongoing and future 

development to ensure most project development uses the Te Aranga Design 

principles to promote indigenous Māori culture and cultural values. However, 

there is a lack of representa�on from different cultures in the form of 

architecture. This project aims to address the issue by designing architecture 

represen�ng the future of Auckland city that celebrates the mul�cultural life in 

Auckland. 

From the literature review and the analysis of precedents, it has been concluded 

that the main objec�ve and the design drivers for this project is to design an 

architectural interven�on that celebrates the mul�cultural life in Auckland city. 

The precedents have shown how designing that collaborates with the temporary 

and cultural aspects of architecture can be used urban public spaces, pavilions, 

buildings, and even murals. From these, the concepts influencing the project 

would be:

- Circula�on: the pathways of how people interact with the venue as well 

as crea�ng a transi�on, directly linked to wayfinding

- Open Areas: vital as one of the Te Aranga design principles is to preserve 

the natural environment

- Urban Square: providing func�on for people ac�vi�es around the project 

area

- Hierarchy: providing order is important for people to interact in the 

project area from one object to another

- Gateway: providing stops for people to perceive the transi�on between 

one space and another
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Phase One

The project started as a response to address the differences between the Te Aranga design principles and the Feng Shui design principles. Finding both of their 

characters and how they would perform has been vital to understanding their nature and how it would affect the project. A research ques�on was made from this 

phase: Where are the differences and conflicts between Te Aranga and Feng Shui approaches, and how could these poten�als be explored in architecture or urban 

design? 

It explored demographic elements and popula�on density to pick the possible site. Research showed that the proximity of one space to another is essen�al, and is 

important to be reflected on the site. As explained in the Context Research, all three possible sites are located near residen�al areas of the significant ethnic 

popula�on.
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The figure above shows the connec�on between three of the many waterfront 

public spaces in Auckland and the proposed site. It offers a link that the project 

wants to achieve between the exis�ng Auckland Unitary Plan and another 

waterfront project. 

Site analysis for one of the site was done to help assist in the design.

Figure 42. Site analysis of one of the site

Figure 44. Connec�on between waterfront public spaces and site

Figure 43. Ethnic groups projec�on of Auckland

Figure 45. Popula�on Density of Auckland 
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The first cri�que discussed much regarding the site and how the research ques�on was the key in the research. From the crit, three important feedbacks have 

come up that need to be addressed.

The background of the chosen sites

The sites picked have no rela�on to the project from one to another

Water as the key that connects Feng Shui and Te Aranga

There are many poten�als for using the waterfront area, and the argument needs to be further developed for this

More Feng Shui approaches

No Feng Shui approaches are used for this project so far, which supposedly needs to show a part of it.

Experimen�ng with the site analysis and cultural mapping would allow for further development and the requirements for the site itself. The Feng Shui component 

of the project needs to be explored to know how much it has influenced the design or the site selec�on. Further literature review and context review needs to be 

researched appropriately to back up the claims and findings. 

Cri�que One Reflec�on
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Phase Two
The research ques�on was altered to How can Feng Shui and Te Aranga design principles be applied through ephemeral architecture in Auckland to bring together Asian, 

Māori and European cultures? Using public space to showcase the temporary architectural design from the collabora�on between the three different cultures was 

focused on comparing and finding the similari�es and differences between Te Aranga and Feng Shui design principles. 

The reasoning behind the research has also been adjusted. Limited exis�ng collabora�on between cultures in an architectural way, enriching parts of Auckland Shoreline 

Historical Walk, and showcasing the poten�al of using different architectural principles were the main drivers behind the project.

Auckland Shoreline Historical Walk was considered for the site's loca�on a�er further research due to the history behind one of the sites in the previous design response. 

From the available 25 sites, seven sites were chosen based on the story of the seven waka (boats) that first arrived in New Zealand. 
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A�er the site visit and explora�on, the sites were chosen if they could be 

used and did not clash with the Auckland Unitary Plan. 

2. Pt. Erin – Okā: Formerly shark fishing grounds

3. St Mary's Bay - Ko Takere Haere: Known as split canoe hull

6. Freemans Bay – Waitarau (East End): Numerous sawyers, boatbuilders 

and hotels were here

15. Pt Britomart: Auckland's first European fort was established here 

on top of an old pā

16. Official's Bay – Wynyard Pier: Before 17th Century invasion of Nga� 

Whatua, a pā here slipped to the sea

23. Campbell's Point: Named a�er Sir John Logan Campbell, Father of 

Auckland

24. Judge's Bay: Known as Taurarua's Two Ropes

Figure 47. Assigned seven sites

Figure 46. Auckland Original Shoreline



Figure 49. Precedent Analysis of Diana's Memorial Fountain
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Figure 48. Precedent Analysis of Windshape
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Figure 50. Form Explora�on based on sail of Māori boat Figure 51. Māori boat

Figure 52. Eleva�on of Pavilion Prototype 

Figure 53. 3D View of Pavilion Prototype

While the site was finalised, research regarding ephemeral architecture was 

done. The precedents were adequately categorised, and their learning 

outcomes noted and summarised.

Mul�ple precedent analysis was done and thoroughly analysed to understand 

the designer's inten�on. Most of the learning outcomes from these different 

precedents were based on ways ephemeral experiences differed from other 

architectural interven�on.

Experimental form transforma�on was also done to create a sense of space. The 
figure above shows one of the early form transforma�ons, based on 
deconstruc�ng the sail of a Māori boat.

An early design for the form transforma�on was also done for this design 

phase.
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Several things have come to mind for this reflec�on, especially feedback from 

the other supervisors. 

The Scope of the Project's Narra�ve 

The project narra�ve scope needs to be defined since the narra�ve 

layer can be too wide for the project. For example, adding the aspect 

of astronomy to the project could be helpful. It is perfectly acceptable 

to link it with another narra�ve if it is not too big (for example, linking 

the east meets Oceania can be huge; should limit it to east meets 

Māori or something that is not overwhelming)

Placing Precedents in the Correct Category

The NZ Pavilion Biennale should be swapped to the correct category 

since "Living Islands" uses artefacts and not the abstrac�on of symbols.

More Feng Shui Approaches

While the project shows significant design features as well as Te Aranga 

design principles, there is not much evidence regarding the Feng Shui 

aspect in the project

Adjustments to the Selected Sites

The sites themselves need a proper explana�on. Further explana�on 

regarding the seven Māori Waka is also essen�al to be included. 

Perhaps adding another layer of narra�ve could work be�er to 

represent the site.

Careful Use of Symbolism

Koru cannot be taken as a personal symbol because it is Māori 

inheritance. Careful use of the sign is necessary for further design 

development.

Cri�que Two Reflec�on

Temporary or Permanent Architecture Interven�on

The ques�on that arises while designing is essen�al to consider. The 

possibility that project can be temporary or permanent is vital due to 

site restric�ons.

Hierarchy Between Sites

Since this project will create a narra�ve journey, a hierarchy is necessary 

to make a focal point of the highlighted site at the end of the trip.

This second cri�que has provided the insight to shi� the focus more towards 

design, experiment and analysis to properly create the form of the site's 

narra�ve and the overall narra�ve of the site. Feedback from supervisors has 

helped to narrow down the context between the sites and their history. 

Much work s�ll needs to be done, both contextually and design-wise. Based on 

the feedback provided from the cri�que, the following design stage focuses 

more on packaging the whole project into separate layers of context to ease the 

distribu�on of informa�on from the research and focus more on alterna�ve 

design concepts. The project is s�ll fragmented at this stage. Therefore, the 

layers will provide a proper organisa�on of the research material to group them.
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The third design response has con�nued the previous research development 

with an added layer of narra�ve for the background. The project has con�nued 

to find how Feng Shui and Te Aranga design principles can be applied through 

ephemeral architecture in Auckland to bring together Asian, Māori and 

European cultures.

The project has now been categorised into three layers: Past, Present, and 

Future. The past describes the history of Auckland, represented by the 

appointed sites on the Auckland Shoreline Heritage Walk. The present contains 

the Matariki fes�val celebra�on to respond to ongoing debate about Matariki, 

which is currently trending at the �me of this project. The future includes the 

hope and dreams of mul�cultural life in New Zealand, represented by the 

design of the pavilions and the architectural sculptures. This design 

interven�on has used Te Aranga design principles and Feng Shui design 

elements as an example of how two different approaches can work together.

One Te Aranga design principles in Whakapapa has been thoroughly applied in 

this design process, where Māori names are celebrated, thoroughly 

researched, and inform the design process⁹⁵. For example, the inspira�on for 

one of the pavilion was based on shark fin, or mango in Māori, because the site 

has an essen�al connec�on as shark-hun�ng grounds. By doing so, it has 

recognised the Mana Whenua historical narra�ves associated with the 

development. It has aided in the design interven�on of how it can influence 

the surrounding area and its experience. 

The site s�ll uses the previous sites allocated for each of the Matariki stars, but 

with some changes due to finding the Matariki star cluster itself. Evidence 

suggests that Matariki shows up low on the horizon in the northeast of the sky 

between 5.30 am to 6.30 am⁹⁶. Since the star shows up from the northeast sky, it 

makes sense for wayfinding to different pavilions to follow from East to West. 

These nine loca�ons are selected from the Auckland Heritage Walk because the 

sites do not obstruct the current Auckland Unitary Plan, respect the Māori 

owned land, are on unbuildable terrain and are squashed between buildings that 

create nega�ve spaces.

Each of these sites has been assigned to a different element, corresponding to 

the Five Elements of Feng Shui principle. These affect how the pavilion and the 

architectural sculptures have been designed and influenced, star�ng from the 

materials to different colour tones and even the floras around the site.

⁹⁵“Whakapapa,” Auckland Design Manual, accessed 11 July 2020, h�p://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/maori-design/te_aranga_principles#/design-subjects/maori-
design/te_aranga_principles/guidance/whakapapa_names_naming

⁹⁶Basil Keane, “Beginner's Guide to Finding Matariki,” Te Ara the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, accessed 15 October 2020, h�ps://blog.teara.govt.nz/2008/06/05/a-beginner%E2%80%99s-guide-to-finding-matariki/

Phase Three

Figure 54. The nine pavilion sites
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To respond to previous feedback, the central pavilion, the Matariki pavilion, has been assigned as the focal point of the wayfinding as the final des�na�on. This creates a 

hierarchy between the Matariki pavilion and the other star pavilions. 

Seven of the nine design interven�ons have been proposed and were considered to connect the Te Aranga Design principles and Feng Shui design principles.

Table 4. The pavilions with their assigned element representa�on
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The Seven Pavilions
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As the most prominent pavilion of all the Matariki pavilions, the 

Matariki pavilion concept has been based on the yin yang symbol 

that signifies balance. In Māori, the word for balance is taurite⁹⁷. 

The shape of the circle in the ini�al concept is to show the balance 

between using a different architectural element, which is Feng Shui 

and Te Aranga design principles. The round design is prominent in 

Māori culture, as it shows the circle of life itself⁹⁸. 

The site's history was also part of the decision-making process in 

the sharp edges of the pavilion. Pt. Erin is noted in Auckland 

Shoreline Heritage Walk as formerly being shark-fishing grounds for 

the iwi who used to reside in the area. 

 ⁹⁷“Taurite,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020, 
h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=balance

 ⁹⁸“Circle,” The Bone Art Place, accessed 15 October 2020, h�ps://boneart.co.nz/pages/meanings

Matariki
Gathering, Health and Wellbeing, 
Connec�on

Figure 56. Bird-eye view of Matariki pavilion Figure 57. Eleva�on of Matariki pavilion

Figure 55. Concept sketch of Matariki pavilion
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Mangō or shark is one of the features that is taken as the design interven�on for the pavilion. The 
fin of the shark is very iconic and is used to influence the ini�al design of the pavilion. Sharp edges 
are also predominantly featured in the pavilion itself.
As the main pavilion in the wayfinding route of Matariki, the primary purpose of this pavilion 
would be a mul�func�on centre that could host a large gathering of people. The name Matariki 
itself means gathering, so it is perfectly suited the purpose of the pavilion.

Figure 58. Perspec�ve of Matariki pavilion

Figure 59. Interior of Matariki pavilion
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Since ancient �mes, Fire has been used as a tribute or to light up 

the path to the heavens above. Taking the narra�ve regarding 

connec�ng heaven and Earth, the pavilion represents a connec�on 

between those who have passed on and who reside in heaven, and 

those living on Earth.

 “Taurite,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020, 
h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=balance

 “Circle,” The Bone Art Place, accessed 15 October 2020, h�ps://boneart.co.nz/pages/meanings

Pōhutukawa
Connec�ng those who have moved on
Connec�on

Figure 60. Concept sketch of Pōhutukawa pavilion

Figure 62. Perspec�ve view of Pōhutukawa pavilionFigure 61. Bird-eye view of Pōhutukawa pavilion
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Tāwha�, the Māori word to signify death and passing on⁹⁹, is the inspira�on for crea�ng a 

contempla�on pavilion that acts as the primary func�on. Fire o�en accompanies and acts as a 

sign of life. Hence, the fire element of the Five Elements of Feng Shui is used to represent this 

pavilion. With the idea of "passing the torch" between living and those who have passed on, 

the pavilion is rounded to let everyone from different ways of life gather and contemplate in 

the space.

Figure 64. Interior of Pōhutukawa pavilion

Figure 63. Perspec�ve view of Pōhutukawa pavilion

⁹⁹“Tāwha�,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020,  h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=passing
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This pavilion takes inspira�on from the Māori word Pōhutu (geyser) 

and the verb pupuha (to blow or sprout like a whale)¹⁰⁰. Geyser is 

one of the primary sources of freshwater globally, and New Zealand 

is blessed with having geysers and thermal springs in parts of the 

country. Many of these geysers or thermal springs are u�lised as a 

geothermal power source and for recrea�on or tourism, one of the 

main economic drivers in New Zealand. As such, geyser is the 

feature defining the pavilion.

 ¹⁰⁰“Pōhutu,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020, 

h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=geyser

Wai� 
Freshwater bodies and food from it

Figure 67. Bird-eye view of Wai� pavilionFigure 66. Perspec�ve view of Wai� pavilion

Figure 65. Concept sketch of Wai� pavilion
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A simple rising water shape in the shape of a sprout is the defining feature of the pavilion. 

However, the water sprouts inwards rather than outwards to provide the feeling "protected 

by water". Water is essen�al for both Māori and Chinese culture, as explained in the detailed 

context part of the research above. By crea�ng a feeling of protec�on, the visitor can see 

themselves protected or be part of the water itself.
Figure 68. Perspec�ve view of Wai� pavilion

Figure 69. Interior of Wai� pavilion
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The idea for this pavilion is based on paua, New Zealand's giant sea 

snails that are highly valued by Māori, anglers and the recrea�onal 

industry as a food source and cultural aspect of hos�ng guests¹⁰¹. 

 ¹⁰¹“Pāua,” Fisheries New Zealand, accessed 14 October 2020, h�ps://www.fisheries.govt.nz/travel-recrea�on/fishing/fish-species/paua/

Waitā 
Ocean and Food Sources from it

Figure 72. Perspec�ve of Waitā pavilion

Figure 70. Concept sketch of Waitā pavilion

Figure 71. Bird-eye view of Waitā pavilion
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Translucent material such as glass is an ideal material to showcase the clarity of the water. The 

wave shape on the transforma�on creates a form similar to an incoming ocean wave, which 

relives the pavilion name, Waitā, which represents the ocean. The design intends to show that 

all life comes from the sea, and the sea waves are the means to transport energy from sea to 

shore. It is also a callback to how the three different cultures reach New Zealand by seafaring.
Figure 73. Side view of Waitā pavilion

Figure 74. Close up of Waitā pavilion
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The idea for the rain pavilion is based on a rainwater collec�ng 

system: Rokiroki to preserve or storage¹⁰², and tōuarangi, which is 

rain¹⁰³.

 ¹⁰²“Rokiroki,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020, h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=collect

 ¹⁰³“Tōuarangi,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020, h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=rain

Waipuna-a-rangi 

Rain

Figure 77. Bird-eye view of Waipuna-a-rangi pavilionFigure 76. The pillars of Waipuna-a-rangi pavilion

Figure 75. Concept sketch of Waipuna-a-rangi pavilion
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As one of the leading countries in environmental awareness, it is vital to keep the a�en�on 

going. One crucial aspect of environmental awareness is to conserve water usage. In 

Auckland, where water has been strictly limited because the reservoir cannot keep up. 

Evidence from the NZ Herald shows that Auckland s�ll suffering from water shortage¹⁰⁴. 

Hence, this pavilion's primary purpose is to educate the public to conserve water by 

collec�ng rainwater.

Figure 79. Underneath the Waipuna-a-rangi pavilion

Figure 78. Glass ceiling of Waipuna-a-rangi pavilion

 ¹⁰⁴Vaimoana Tapaleao, “Auckland water shortage: Heavy rain bumps up water in dams, but more s�ll needed,” NZ Herald, accessed 1 October 2020, 
h�ps://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/auckland-water-shortage-heavy-rain-bumps-up-water-in-dams-but-more-s�ll-needed/VBWIMM7BPLXW7SKPCE4BHLPMBU/
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The design for this pavilion is influenced by the Māori word Tinaku, 

which means to germinate, sprout and conceive¹⁰⁵. The use of koru 

symbol is universally used in New Zealand to signify growth and 

good luck. It also represents peace, tranquillity and spirituality, and 

a strong sense of regrowth or new beginnings¹⁰⁶. This pavilion 

design inten�on is to transform the idea of growth in a different 

way.

 ¹⁰⁵“Tinaku,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020, h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=seed
 ¹⁰⁶“Koru,” The Bone Art Place, accessed 15 October 2020, h�ps://boneart.co.nz/pages/meanings

Tupuārangi 
All that grows in trees

Figure 82.Bird-eye view of Tupuārangi pavilion

Figure 80. Concept sketch of Tupuārangi pavilion

Figure 81. Side Perspective of Tupuārangi pavilion
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The design uses the eclip�c shape of a seed as the base pla�orm. A small, round, cutaway 

part shows where the tree would grow (represented by the tree). It then func�ons as a small 

pavilion that protects against the elements, just as sturdy as a big tree. The func�on of this 

pavilion is as a small coffee shop and snack bar for visitors before taking the journey of 

wayfinding. 
Figure 83. Perspective of Tupuārangi pavilion

Figure 84. Underneath the Tupuārangi pavilion
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This architectural installa�on is based on the Māori word Hā,  

meaning breath, essence, taste, breathing¹⁰⁷. Air/wind is essen�al in 

both Māori and Chinese culture as it represents the flow of life or 

chi. 

¹⁰⁷“Hā,” Te Aka Online Māori Dic�onary, accessed 14 October 2020, h�ps://maoridic�onary.co.nz/search?idiom=&phrase=&proverb=&loan=&histLoanWords=&keywords=breath

Ururangi 
Wind

Figure 87. Ururangi pavilion from distanceFigure 86. Side view of Ururangi pavilion

Figure 85. Concept sketch of Ururangi pavilion
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The design for the Ururangi pavilion is based on the tradi�onal Māori kite. This kite is made 

from weaving dry leaves in one another in a cross-shaped style. With the weave of the kite in 

mind, the towers of wood with cavi�es with different height are placed to vibrate, crea�ng 

whistling sounds as the wind passes the towers. This installa�on represents the breath of life 

(the air that passes through the structure), and the towers represent the humans. The 

different heights and cavi�es on each pylon represent the difference between them, but they 

are united as one.Figure 88. Top view of Ururangi pavilion

Figure 89. Perspective view of Ururangi pavilion
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Cri�que Three Reflec�on

The feedback received from the third cri�que has been based on the current 

development of all of the models.  The input is now focused on how the Feng Shui 

and Te Aranga design principles have played out in the proposed pavilions.

Architectural Elements Missing

Although the developed design outcome in the final architectural 

response and resolu�on has not included actual tradi�onal programmes 

(rooms), the conven�onal architectural elements s�ll need to be there.

Framing devices, gateways, apertures are vital to create the no�on of 

entry and threshold. Some of these are currently missing in the pavilions. 

Sense of Connec�on

As it stands, the pavilions and architectural sculptures have different 

designs that has no connec�on to each other. Further study regarding 

materials could solve the problem. One material could poten�ally be able 

to create a coherency between the pavilions. 

The account of the Wayfinding Aspect

Using the constella�on to provide wayfinding was an excellent idea. 

However, it somehow has needed to be further explored and be 

appropriately u�lised. 

Flowing Aspect

Feng Shui design principles intend to create smoothness and flow. 

Interpreta�on of the design based on the object that it could represent is a 

good start, but not taking the design literally.

The ideas and design produced in this cri�que can be allocated to develop some of 

the pavilions further. Based on this feedback, the next step will focus on the 

selected three pavilions and develop them based on the feedback received in this 

cri�que.
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6_ Conclusion
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Based on the research ques�on of How can Feng Shui and Te Aranga design principles be applied through ephemeral architecture in Auckland to bring together 

Asian, Māori and European cultures?, It is safe to say that this project has fulfilled the required intent and design criteria. The key to applying both design principles 

in one design has been to u�lise them together, covering each other's gaps, and strengthening their holis�c benefits. It is also important to note that Feng Shui and 

Te Aranga design principles are not meant to overlap each other but instead work in harmony side by side. Materiality also plays an essen�al factor in how the user 

perceives the surrounding environment. Light, texture, form, and many factors have contributed to the design experience, which is crucial in designing the 

ephemeral architectural interven�on. 

The depth of both Te Aranga and Feng Shui design principles is vast, and their u�lisa�on covers from minor to significant factors that can be seen at all �mes. As 

much as the designer has wanted to u�lise and cover every aspect of both Te Aranga and Feng Shui design principles, the amount of work and research to do so 

would exceed what is expected from a single student doing this research project. Thus this project has opened different possibili�es of another research project that 

can u�lise this project. From analysis of literature and precedent review, it is clear that the urban perspec�ve should be the main driving force in terms of planning 

for public space, which ac�vely integrates the urban environment and texture. The design should strengthen the humanisa�on and publicness of spaces throughout 

the city and involve a though�ul considera�on of the local cultural characteris�cs. 

As the project serves as an example in collabora�on between two different architectural principles, different opinions and cri�cism are expected. It should also be 

noted that the intended user experience may not match the designer's inten�on. User percep�on differs from one use to another, and different users might interpret 

the design inten�on in an en�rely different way from the designer. Overall, the project has imagined mul�ple pavilions within urban spaces that celebrate diversity. 

This Matariki pavilion will allow Auckland's inhabitants to explore their important history and heritage while embracing a future rich with cultural diversity, 

promo�ng social exchange and crea�ng possibili�es for more architectural examples such as this project. 

Conclusion
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Auckland Shoreline and the loca�on of the developed three pavilions



Ururangi 

Bird-eye view of Ururangi Pavilion

Wind
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Site Plan of Ururangi pavilionNight scene render of Ururangi pavilion

Concept of Ururangi pavilion
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Feng Shui analysis of Ururangi pavilion
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Day scene render of Ururangi pavilion 1 Day scene render of Ururangi pavilion 2
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Tupuārangi 

Bird-eye view of Tupu  Pavilionārangi

All that grows in trees
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Site Plan of Tupu  PavilionārangiNight scene render of Tupu  Pavilionārangi

Concept of Tupu  Pavilionārangi
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Feng Shui Analysis of Tupu  Pavilionārangi
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Day scene render of Tupu  pavilion 1ārangi Day scene render of Tupu  pavilion 2ārangi



Wai�

Bird-eye view of  PavilionWai�

Freshwater bodies and food from it
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113Site Plan of  PavilionWai�

Concept of  PavilionWai�

Night scene render of  PavilionWai�
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Feng Shui analysis of  PavilionWai�
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Day scene render of  pavilion 1Wai� Day scene render of  pavilion 2Wai�



Final Presenta�on Photo
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